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Abstract: Effects of brain lesions on EEG dipole source
localisation hwe been investigated by computer simulation.
LI/e present a sensitivity study quantifying the ffict of
uncertainty in lesion conductivity assignment (LCA) on
source localisation accuracy. An inverse dipole fitting
procedure, based on simulated EEG measurements in 64
pathological situations, was carried out assuming an
incorrect LCA ranging from a half to twice the real value.
Incorrect LCA led to markedly wrong source reconstruction
for high lesion conductivity values (localisation eruors up
to 1,7 cm). Conversely, a low sensitivity was foundfor low

lesion conductivities. ll/e propose a method based on
residual error analysis to improve lesion conductivity
estimate. This procedure can identifu lesion tissue
conductivity with only afew percent error.

be

-

positively

- applied to estimate the actual source

position and the actual conductivity of the lesion.

METHODS

A four-eccentric-spheres head model has been used to
account for pathological conditions [Fig. l] in which the
eccentric bubble represents a brain lesion. The model
contains eight parameters, four sphere radii and four
compartment conductivities [2]. The lesion radius was kept

to

simulate different lesion dimensions; the
distance of the centre of the bubble from the centre of the
head was considered variable to change the site of the
variable

lesion. The analytic calculation for the EEG potential has
been performed using previously developed mathematical

INTRODUCTION

Brain electrical source localisation is

inverse procedure for source reconstruction to conductivity
mispecification, which led to wrong source localisation, can

of

methods [3].

interest in
several areas of research in basic neuroscience and in some

Brain R:7.0 cm: o:0.33

areas of clinical science such as preoperative planning and
Localisation techniques based on
epilepsy

S/m

t1l.

electroencephalograpy (EEG) use scalp potential data to
infer the location of underlying neural activity. One of the

tangential

factors that influence the accuracy of EEG source
localisation is the large uncertainty in the conductivity of

Scalp R:8.0 cm; o:0.35 S/m

ll R:7.5 cm: o:0.004125

most head tissues. This uncertainty is reflected by the wide

range of values reported in the literature l2), and the
uncertainty is particularly large for the conductivities of
brain lesions. Lesions can have various shapes and there is
not much knowledge about their electrical property.
However, brain lesions may have a much higher
conductivity than brain tissue (an oedema) or a much lower
one (calcification). Neglecting such inhomogeneities in the
head model alters source location in the peri-lesion area,
thus precluding the possibility to a conservative approach,
based on functional (electrical) mapping, to neurosurgery.
We present here a detailed sensitivity study of the effect
of uncertainty in brain lesions conductivity estimates on

EEG single dipole source localisation. The study is
conducted using a modified spherical model of the head
(eccentric-spheres model) valid also in pathological
conditions. Although spherical head models are only an
approximation to an actual head, the benefit arising from
simplified calculations justifies their use in many situations.
Since our aim was to evaluate the effect of lesion
conductivity mispecification on dipole source localisation,
we could neglect the peculiar enors due to a spherical

approach versus a realistic one, simply comparing
simulation results collected with spherical models in
different situations. We show here that the sensitiviff of the

S/m

l:

Figure
Pathologic head model: the white bubble
simulates a lesion in the brain compartment; the dots on the
outer sphere represent the electrode positions.
Table

l:

Lesion conductivity values from literature [S/m].

Low Hieh

Tissue

Baseline

Liquid filled lesion 0.52 1.89 0.99
Calcified lesion 0.0018 0.007 0.0033

We evaluated 64 different pathologic situations, by
comparison of the scalp potentials for: l) dffirent
patholog,t (different conductivity of the bubble relative to
that of the surrounding region): or.l:3 to represent an
oedema; o1s1:0.01 for a calcified tumour;2) dimension and
position of the lesion: the radius of the bubble was varied to
simulate a small (8mm) or a large (15mm) brain lesion; the
distance from the centre of the head model was varied to
simulate a lesion situated deep in the brain (3cm) or near
the surface (5 cm); 3) positions for the dipole source
respect to the lesion: far (4 cm from lesion centre); above
and near (l mm from the border); internal (2 mm from the
inner border); below and near (l mm from the border); 4)
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dipole orientations: tangential and radial. Dipole amplitude
all simulations (50 pA'm).
This study has been conducted using the following

has been kept constant through

procedure. First, the potential at the electrode positions was
simulated in all the above-described situations adopting
baseline conductivities for all the tissues (see Fig. l, Tab.
l). The location and strength of the best-fit dipole has been
then found solving the inverse bioelectric problem having
assumed a wrong conductivity for the lesion. All the other
parameters were unchanged. We spanned conductivity from

50yo

to

200yo

of

baseline value

by l0%

baseline
each of the 64

conductivity steps, totalling 16 cases for
situations, thus computing 1024 source locations. By this
way we tested the sensitivity of the dipole inverse solution
to various levels of error committed in LCA.
RESULTS

We start showing the localisation errors caused by a
wrong LCA. Localisation error (LE) committed in source
reconstruction is defined as the difference between the real
source position (known in the simulation study) and the
reconstructed source position.

only roughly approximated by the polynomial minimum. A
closer inspection of the p distribution reveals two different
linear trends for os above or below the real o. Fitting
separately the two distributions (line A and B in Fig. 3) the
real o can be estimated more precisely as the abscissa of the
intersection of these two lines. Being lesion's real o value
actually unknown, a possible approach is to span the
conductivity range of that peculiar lesion and to assume as
real o that obtained with the proposed method of line
intersection. The resulting maximum error is comparable to

the discretization step of

o (10% in our study) and the

localisation error is always less than 5mm. To do so, only a
sampling on the space of o is required, with a minimum
number of 8 o values. The error committed in o estimate
resulted less than IUYo for a source placed below or above
the lesion, with a maximum LE of 5 mm, and less than l\Yo
for a source internal to the lesion. but with a maximum LE

of onlv lmm.
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Figure 3: Interpolations of the residual error estimate: p
(vertical axis) as a function of errors in LCA.
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CONCLUSIONS

category axes:

source to lesion relative position.

For almost calcified lesions the parametric definition
(i.e.LCA) can be done with a coarse approximation without
incurring in significative errors in the inverse dipole source
solution. Conversely, LCA for liquid-filled lesions must be
in general very accurate; the most critical cases refer to a
radial source placed below a large lesion with a maximum
LE up to l.7cm (peak in Fig. 2). For this reason we show
here results for only this reduced set of situations.

Localisation error is linked to the error in LCA. In the
source reconstruction procedure a residual error estimate
function p is minimised; p is defined as [4]:

p=
where V^i is the measured (simulated) EEG potential and
%i is the one produced by the reconstructed source at the
ith electrode position.

The relation between conductivity (o) misassignment
and the corresponding minimal p values is well
approximated by a second order polynomial function, but
the absolute minimum of p is for a o coincident with
lesion's real o (baseline value) which, unfortunately, is

ln summary, the parametric setting for liquid-filled
lesions must be accurate. The proposed method of line
intersection allows to identiff lesion tissue conductivity
with only a few percent error and to obtain a reliable
inverse dipole source solution in presence of brain lesions,
I imiting/reducing localisation enors within few mil limetres.
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